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The executions of real-time embedded systems are irreproducibility due to the 
uncertainty of the systems. It is difficult to debug and test a real-time embedded 
system because some bugs occurred before may not be reproduced during the 
following executions. Meanwhile, the uncertainty of real-time embedded systems may 
change the timing behaviors of executions and cause race conditions which may result 
in system errors. In this thesis, we focus on the techniques of record/replay, race 
conditions analysis, system modeling and test sequences generation.  
For analyzing the uncertainty of real-time embedded system quantitatively, 
formal models of execution sequences and operation events are presented according 
to the timing behaviors and execution characteristics of real-time embedded systems. 
The definitions of message race and semaphore race are given formally and precisely. 
Moreover, the events partial order relations are defined completely and some related 
characteristics, theories and corollaries are given. There are several contributions of 
this thesis: 
(1) A record/replay approach based on the host/target architecture is presented to 
deal with the execution irreproducibility problem in the real-time embedded system. 
In the approach, context switch events, inter-task communication and synchronization 
events and I/O operation events are all instrumented. During the execution of the 
system, the related events and operations are traced and the execution information is 
transported and saved into the host machine. The task control module is designed to 
guarantee the execution of all user tasks in the original order so that the recorded 
execution information can be replayed correctly.  
(2) A graph theory based approach is presented to analyze race conditions in the 
real-time embedded system. The race set and race condition graph are presented to 
describe, store and analyze race conditions. The race condition graph is used to 
predict the potential race synchronization relations that are proofed to be directed 
acyclic graphs. Moerover, a probability model of operation event is proposed based 















uncertainty of event orders are given. A θ-matrix is defined to analyze the feasibilities 
of race conditions as well as the potential failure of the system. 
(3) An approach based on a timed event model based is presented to generate test 
sequences for real-time embedded systems. In this approach, the syntax and semantics 
of timed event model is defined to specify a real-time embedded system. A simulation 
engine is designed to simulate the target model and analyze the timing behaviors. 
Moreover, a genetic algorithm merged with the simulation technique is proposed to do 
the parametric analysis and generate test sequences which satisfy the specific events 
partial order relations.  
Finally, we develop a prototype tool for real-time embedded system analysis and 
testing based on the theories and approaches proposed in this thesis. The tool has been 
integrated into the WEB-EDA platform. 
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包括 ATTOL UniTest、ATTOL Coverage 和 ATTOL SystemTest 三个工具，能够自
动生成测试代码，并进行代码覆盖分析和测试结果分析[26]。 












Logiscope × × √ × × 
CodeTEST × √ √ × × 
LynxInsure++ × × √ × × 
VectorCAST √ × √ √ × 
Testbed/RTInsight √ √ √ √ × 
McCabe Test √ × √ × × 
Cantata++ √ √ √ × × 










































LeBlanc[41]提出一种叫做 Instant Replay 方法，旨在实现 CREW(Concurrent 




































以上几种追踪/重演方法的优缺点比较结果如表 1.2 所示。 
 
表 1.2 几种追踪/重演方法的优缺点比较 



























































释助手 Houdini/rcc 来实现自动插入相关注释的功能。 
 Henzinger 在文献[55]中采用模型检测方法来分析并行程序中的竞态条件。该
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